Ethics
Fellow Hunters,
We are very excited about the adventure we are about to take together. We
appreciate the whole experience of hunting, from planning the hunt, packing your
gear, to getting up in the morning having a cup of coffee sharing old hunting stories.
We love the hunt as much as you and because of this we put everything into our hunts,
providing the best experience possible.
We feel what sets us apart is our respect for the animals and how we feel it's a privilege
to hunt them. We promote ethical, true sportsman style hunting. As a hunter you have
to come prepared to do your part in taking an animal that is worthy of a sportsman
who has spent time in the practice field. We owe it to these animals to spend time
shooting our weapon and knowing exactly what our limits are. Taking the right shot
can make all the difference in an amazing story or a bad dream. Being able to
celebrate a great shot, taking pictures and video to capture the memory is what
makes for an unforgettable experience, rather than a story you want to forget.
Our policy for the hunt is once you choose an animal, take the shot, hit the animal and
you have put your name on it, claimed it as yours. With this choice comes responsibility
to finish what you've started and tag the animal. If you draw blood then we will spend
the remaining time of the hunt looking for this specific animal. We have had much
success on our hunts and will continue to strive to do so. We will not encourage shots
taken outside of a hunter's ability. We have archery and rifle targets which allow us to
determine with the hunter what our shooting range is. Hunters who arrive practiced
and prepared are given much more freedom to take a challenging shot then those
who don't.
In the end we strive for success. We, along with the hunters who come here are given
a responsibility to protect the sport we love and need to manage it in a manner that
will preserve the right to do so.
Sincerely,
D.R. Bledsoe
Manager-Guide
Seven Devils Lodge Guide Service
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